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Do you know that if you had invested $1,000 only five years ago in Bitcoin you could have around

$4,000,000 today?(yes, that's 4 million dollars!)Bitcoin is one of the safest, freest and better way to

store your money away from banks and governments. Using it as a way to save, invest or trade; you

can forget about unscrupulous third parties, charging you anything from unfair commissions or taxes

to prohibitive transfer fees. However to take advantage of the full power and possibilities of Bitcoin,

you will need to educate yourself so the details and terminology don't overwhelm you. In this

step-by-step guide you'll learn from Mark Janniro, a true expert in the subject; - the details on how to

store and protect your bitcoins - how to buy and sell them- how to start with mining - how wallets

work - how to trade bitcoin - and all the concepts on how the entire system works So you can make

a very informed decision if you are planning to enter in the fascinating world of Bitcoin.If you need to

move money across borders, if you need to save for the long term, if you want to try your hand at

trading: bitcoin is your cheapest and safest choice. You can learn everything that you need to get

started in Bitcoin by reading: "The Black Book of Bitcoin", A Step-by-Step Bitcoin Guide on

Everything You Need to Know About this New Currency.Buy it now and change your financial

literacy forever.
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I read this book because I wanted to know, What are Bitcoins? I had never heard of such a thing

and learned that it is a type of digital currency. I found the information on how to buy and sell them

very interesting. This was a very educational read for me.

I am a first timer at this form of payment. I was looking for a quick read on bitcoin and especially for

a low price. This book was very helpful to a new person like me. Book was very easy to read and I

felt like it covered a lot. Bitcoin could very well be the future of payment as this book says. It tells us

the different types of companies that currently allow bitcoin. Talks about the bad side of bitcoin. Any

troubles they have been having. Even has a terminology with the basics. Some tips on trading as

well. If you are a starter in bitcoins I definitely recommend you trying this book out I believe you will

benefit as I did

I've heard the mention of bitcoin from some of my friends but didn't understand its concept at all.

And now that I've read this book, it's actually quite interesting and I'm definitely giving it a try soon.

The book was well-written, not boring to read and most of all, it gave me a better understanding of

the subject. It covered bitcoin's fundamental details and for that, I'm giving this a 5.

I was disappointed and frustrated with the writing in this book. The writer seems not to have the

vocabulary or mental fortitude, or both, required to explain bitcoin concepts at a deep level. I was

looking for a book that says "Here is what a bitcoin is, how it is made, etc." This book says "Bitcoins

are great and you should use them." I found that unsatisfying.

This book explains in a very easy way, the cryptography that secures Bitcoin is incredibly advanced,

and it is currently impossible for anyone to interrupt or break into the network. All thefts of Bitcoins

have occurred due to improper storage by users, or from people hacking into exchanges and other

services. Cyber-security specialists the world over are constantly testing the network in an attempt

to find security holes and backdoors into the code, but so far nobody has ever managed to break it.

Good information. My only complaint is that this book needed to be edited for grammar and



punctuation errors before being printed. Other than that, it was easy to read and understand the

information being taught.

Most currencies in use today started out very humbly. Bitcoin-in contrast-seem to have spectacular

beginnings.I read this book with great interest. It does hit all the high notes about bitcoin itself and

currency values in general.Whatever I did not get from this book is due to my general poor

education on financial matters. I most decidedly need to read more.I believe this book is an

important contribution to the subject of bitcoin.

Spellbound with this book. I just finished this book only in one day. Words from this book have

motivated my mind to go to the every next pages. Thanks to Author for an amazing creation. Well

written and described.This book is packed with lots of important information and tricks about bitcoin.

What you need to know about bitcoin, this book will provide you. Words are very easy to understand

and adorable to read.I'd say give it a try and you will not disappointed.
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